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! = # continuous 

transitions in insulators are 

fairly well understood.

What happens when a system 

with a Fermi surface goes critical?



• Classical	and	Quantum	Criticality

• Quantum	critical	Fermi	surfaces

• Numerical	Quantum	Monte	Carlo	experiments:	
Results,	intermediate	conclusions,	and	
outstanding	mysteries
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• Emergent scale	invariance
"⃗ → $"⃗:

% "⃗ = ' "⃗ ' 0 → $!"#!%("⃗/$ )
• Emergent conformal	symmetry

• Theoretical	control	
(renormalization	group,	
Monte	Carlo	simulations)

Why do we care about critical 
phenomena?

• Universality:	divergent	correlation	length,
“microscopic”	details	don’t	matter!

Important	concept	for	quantum	field	theory,	too…



Quantum critical phenomena

• Continuous	transition	at	, = 0 as	a	function	of	
Hamiltonian	parameter
• Example:	the	transverse	field	Ising model

Ordered Disordered, = 0 Transverse	field,	ℎℎ!
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A. Partition functions and path integrals

Let us focus for now on the expression for Z . Notice
that the operator density matrix e2bH is the same as the
time-evolution operator e2iHT/\, provided we assign the
imaginary value T52i\b to the time interval over
which the system evolves. More precisely, when the
trace is written in terms of a complete set of states,

Z~b!5(
n

^nue2bHun& , (3)

Z takes the form of a sum of imaginary-time transition
amplitudes for the system to start in some state un& and
return to the same state after an imaginary time interval
2i\b . Thus we see that calculating the thermodynamics
of a quantum system is the same as calculating transition
amplitudes for its evolution in imaginary time, with the
total time interval fixed by the temperature of interest.
The fact that the time interval happens to be imaginary
is not central. The key idea we hope to transmit to the
reader is that Eq. (3) should evoke an image of quantum
dynamics and temporal propagation.

This way of looking at things can be given a particu-
larly beautiful and practical implementation in the lan-
guage of Feynman’s path-integral formulation of quan-
tum mechanics (Feynman, 1972). Feynman’s
prescription is that the net transition amplitude between
two states of the system can be calculated by summing
amplitudes for all possible paths between them. The
path taken by the system is defined by specifying the
state of the system at a sequence of finely spaced inter-
mediate time steps. Formally we write

e2bH5@e2~1/\!dtH#N, (4)

where dt is a time interval6 that is small on the time
scales of interest (dt5\/G , where G is some ultraviolet
cutoff) and N is a large integer chosen so that
Ndt5\b . We then insert a sequence of sums over com-
plete sets of intermediate states into the expression for
Z(b):

Z~b!5(
n

(
m1 ,m2 , . . . ,mN

^nue2~1/\!dtHum1&

3^m1ue2~1/\!dtHum2&^m2u•••umN&

3^mNue2~1/\!dtHun& . (5)

This rather messy expression actually has a rather
simple physical interpretation. Formally inclined readers

will observe that the expression for the quantum parti-
tion function in Eq. (5) has the form of a classical parti-
tion function, i.e., a sum over configurations expressed
in terms of a transfer matrix, if we think of imaginary
time as an additional spatial dimension. In particular, if
our quantum system lives in d dimensions, the expres-
sion for its partition function looks like a classical parti-
tion function for a system with d11 dimensions, except
that the extra dimension is finite in extent—\b in units
of time. As T!0 the system size in this extra ‘‘time’’
direction diverges, and we get a truly
d11-dimensional, effective classical system.

Since this equivalence between a d-dimensional quan-
tum system and a d11-dimensional classical system is
crucial to everything else we have to say and since Eq.
(5) is probably not very illuminating for readers not used
to a daily regimen of transfer matrices, it will be very
useful to consider a specific example in order to be able
to visualize what Eq. (5) means.

B. Example: One-dimensional Josephson-junction arrays

Consider a one-dimensional array comprising a large
number L of identical Josephson junctions as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Such arrays have recently been studied by
Haviland and Delsing (1996). A Josephson junction is a
tunnel junction connecting two superconducting metallic
grains. Cooper pairs of electrons are able to tunnel back
and forth between the grains and hence communicate
information about the quantum state on each grain. If
the Cooper pairs are able to move freely from grain to
grain throughout the array, the system is a superconduc-
tor. If the grains are very small, however, it costs a large
charging energy to move an excess Cooper pair onto a
grain. If this energy is large enough, the Cooper pairs
fail to propagate and become stuck on individual grains,
which causes the system to be an insulator.

The essential degrees of freedom in this system are
the phases of the complex superconducting order pa-

6For convenience we have chosen dt to be real, so that the
small interval of imaginary time that it represents is 2idt .

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a 1D Josephson-junction
array. The crosses represent the tunnel junctions between su-
perconducting segments, and u i are the phases of the super-
conducting order parameter in the latter.

FIG. 2. Typical path or time history of a 1D Josephson-
junction array. Note that this is equivalent to one of the con-
figurations of a 1+1D classical XY model. The long-range cor-
relations shown here are typical of the superconducting phase
of the 1D array or, equivalently, of the ordered phase of the
classical model.
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rameter on the metallic elements connected by the
junctions7 and their conjugate variables, the charges (ex-
cess Cooper pairs, or equivalently the voltages) on each
grain. The intermediate state umj&, at time t j[jdt , that
enters the quantum partition function of Eq. (5) can
thus be defined by specifying the set of phase angles
$u(t j)%[@u1(t j),u2(t j), . . . ,uL(t j)# , where u i(t j) is the
phase angle of the ith grain at time t j . Two typical paths
or time histories on the interval @0,\b# are illustrated in
Figs. 2 and 3, where the orientation of the arrows
(‘‘spins’’) indicates the local phase angle of the order
parameter. The statistical weight of a given path, in the
sum in Eq. (5), is given by the product of the matrix
elements

)
j

^$u~t j11!%ue2~1/\!dtHu$u~t j!%&, (6)

where

H5
C
2 (

j
Vj

22EJcos~ û j2 û j11! (7)

is the quantum Hamiltonian of the Josephson-junction
array. Here û j is the operator representing the phase of
the superconducting order parameter on the jth grain,8

Vj[2i(2e/C)(]/]u j) is conjugate to the phase9 and is
the voltage on the jth junction, and EJ is the Josephson
coupling energy. The two terms in the Hamiltonian then
represent the charging energy of each grain and the Jo-
sephson coupling of the phase across the junction be-
tween grains.

As indicated previously, we can map the quantum sta-
tistical mechanics of the array onto classical statistical
mechanics by identifying the statistical weight of a
space-time path in Eq. (6) with the Boltzmann weight of
a two-dimensional spatial configuration of a classical sys-
tem. In this case the classical system is therefore a two-
dimensional X-Y model, i.e., its degrees of freedom are
planar spins, specified by angles u i , that live on a two-
dimensional square lattice. (Recall that at temperatures
above zero the lattice has a finite width \b/dt in the
temporal direction.) While the degrees of freedom are

easily identified, finding the classical Hamiltonian for
this X-Y model is somewhat more work and requires an
explicit evaluation of the matrix elements, which inter-
ested readers can find in the Appendix.

It is shown in the Appendix that, in an approximation
that preserves the universality class of the problem,10 the
product of matrix elements in Eq. (6) can be rewritten in
the form e2HXY, where the Hamiltonian of the equiva-
lent classical X-Y model is

HXY5
1
K(̂

ij&
cos~u i2u j! (8)

and the sum runs over nearest-neighbor points in the
two-dimensional (space-time) lattice.11 The nearest-
neighbor character of the couplings identifies the classi-
cal model as the 2D X-Y model, extensively studied in
the context of superfluid and superconducting films
(Goldenfeld, 1992; Chaikin and Lubensky, 1995). We
emphasize that, while the straightforward identification
of the degrees of freedom of the classical model in this
example is robust, this simplicity of the resulting classi-
cal Hamiltonian is something of a minor miracle.

It is essential to note that the dimensionless coupling
constant K in HXY , which plays the role of the tempera-
ture in the classical model, depends on the ratio of the
capacitive charging energy EC5(2e)2/C to the Joseph-
son coupling EJ in the array,

K;AEC /EJ, (9)

and has nothing to do with the physical temperature (see
the appendix). The physics here is that a large Joseph-
son coupling produces a small value of K , which favors

7It is believed that neglecting fluctuations in the magnitude of
the order parameter is a good approximation (see Bradley and
Doniach, 1984; Wallin et al., 1994).

8Our notation here is that $u(t)% refers to the configuration
of the entire set of angle variables at time slice t . The û’s
appearing in the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7) are angular coordinate
operators, and j is a site label. The state at time slice t is an
eigenfunction of these operators: cos(ûj2ûj11)u$u(t)%&
5cos@uj(t)2uj11(t)#u$u(t)%&.

9It is useful to think of this as a quantum rotor model. The
state with wave function eimju j has mj units of angular momen-
tum representing mj excess Cooper pairs on grain j . The
Cooper-pair number operator in this representation is
nj52i(]/]u j) (see Wallin et al., 1994). The cosine term in Eq.
(7) is a ‘‘torque’’ term which transfers units of conserved an-
gular momentum (Cooper pairs) from site to site. Note that
the potential energy of the bosons is represented, somewhat
paradoxically, by the kinetic energy of the quantum rotors and
vice versa.

10That is, the approximation is such that the universal aspects
of the critical behavior, such as the exponents and scaling func-
tions, will be given without error. However, nonuniversal
quantities, such as the critical coupling, will differ from an ex-
act evaluation. Technically, the neglected terms are irrelevant
at the fixed point underlying the transition.

11Notice this crucial change in notation from Eq. (7), where
j refers to a point in 1D space, not 1+1D space-time.

FIG. 3. Typical path or time history of a 1D Josephson-
junction array in the insulating phase, where correlations fall
off exponentially in both space and time. This corresponds to
the disordered phase in the classical model.
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! − dimensional	quantum	⇔
! + 1 − dimensional	classical,	size	& = ℏ/*"+ in	
the	“imaginary	time,”	, direction

Quantum critical phenomena

From	Sondhi,	Girvin,	Carini,	Shahar,	RMP	(1997)	
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Quantum criticality in 
unconventional superconductors?

TSDW 
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Superconductivity 
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S. Kasahara, T. Shibauchi, K. Hashimoto, K. Ikada, S. Tonegawa, R. Okazaki, H. Shishido, 
H. Ikeda, H. Takeya, K. Hirata, T. Terashima, and Y. Matsuda, 

Physical Review B 81, 184519 (2010)
Thursday, January 30, 14

Pnictides

Kasahara,…,Matsuda	(2010)

Nd2-xCexCuO4

Cuprates

Heavy Fermions Organic supercondutors



Two types of metallic quantum 
critical points

“Cold 
spots”

Ising-nematic	QCP	
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Two types of metallic quantum 
critical points

“Cold 
spots”

Ising-nematic	QCP	

*#

*$ “Hot 
spot”

Antiferromagnetic	QCP	
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Models for metallic quantum 
criticality

# = #!"#$%&'( + #) + #%'*

Fermions Order parameter &

#!"#$%&'( = ∫ (+)(* +,
-(-. + .,)+,

#) = ∫ (+0 (* 1& + + 2&+ + -.& +/4+…

#%'* = 6∫ (+0 (* &+-+ 6 – “Yukawa”	
coupling



Metallic Quantum Criticality: 
Open Questions

• Critical	exponents?	
• Destruction	of	Fermi	Liquid	theory?	
• QCP	“masked”	by	enhanced	

superconductivity/other	order?	

Figure	from:	Max	Metlitski,	David	Mross et.	al.	(PRB,	2014)

Herz,	Millis,	Abanov,	Chubukov,	Sachdev,	Metlitski,	Mross,	Senthil,	S-S.	Lee,	Raghu,	
Kachru,	Metzner,	Holder,	Hartnoll…	

Strongly	coupled	problem!



• Classical	and	Quantum	Criticality

• Quantum	critical	Fermi	surfaces

• Numerical	Quantum	Monte	Carlo	experiments:	
Results,	intermediate	conclusions,	and	
outstanding	mysteries
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Determinant Quantum 

Monte Carlo (QMC)

Effective bosonic action: 7/0!"" ) = 7/0# ) det(;[&])
;-fermion action matrix

• Ising Nematic criticality:
det ; = det(;↑)det(;↓) = det ;↑ + ≥ 0

Many actions describing QCPs in metals are sign problem free:
@A(B/3$%%) = C,  DE B/3$%% ≥ C

• SDW criticality:
Two bands, inter-band “hot spots” :
Effective “time reversal” ⟹ sign free

EB,	Metlitski,	Sachdev,	Science	(2012)

7/0!""[)(7⃗,.)] can be negative (or complex): “Sign Problem”



Is superconductivity enhanced near the QCP?

Do any other types of order emerge generically near the QCP?

Yes.

SDW

SC

tuning parameter    r

SC fluctuations

nodeless
d-wave

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

h

T

_=1.5,V=0.5,µ=ï1.0

s-wave 
SC

Nematic
metal

Disordered
metal

No. There’s no “pseudogap” 
emerging near the QCP, either. 

Description of the quantum critical regime?

Weak coupling: 
Strongly renormalized bosons
weakly renormalized (FL) fermions

Stronger coupling: 
Signatures of non-Fermi
Liquid behavior



Results

Ising nematic critical point
Divergent nematic susceptibility:

$ ∝
1

# + ( ℎ − ℎ! + *+"

$! dependence: Landau damped, 
q dependence of coefficient is complex

Low energy electronic spectrum:

, - =
/

2
≈ 2

#$

$
34((6,4)

Non-Fermi liquid behavior 
away from “cold spots”

Unexpected behavior: 
ImΣ"! ($!, * ≈ ,-./0

Schattner,	Lederer,	Kivelson,	EB,	PRX	(2016);	PNAS	(2017)



Schattner,	Gerlach,	Trebst,	EB	(PRL	2016,PRB	2017);	Bauer,	Schattner,	Trebst,	EB	(PRR	2020)

Results

Easy-plane AFM critical point: phase diagram

QCP covered by nodeless d-wave SC dome

#

9 = 1.5 9 = 2 9 = 3

SDW

SC

tuning parameter    r

SC fluctuations

nodeless
d-wave

Magnetic	susceptibility	above	#!:

$ ∝
1

4% + (+" + * O − O! + P(#)

O(3)	AFM	transition:	similar	SC	#!,	
$ has	similar	form	(C.	Bauer,	2020)
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Transport
Ising nematic critical point

QR

S.	Lederer,	Y.	Schattner,	EB,	S.	Kivelson,	PNAS	(2017)

“Resistivity proxy”: QR ≈ ∫!
" '((#) (

$ ∫!
" '() (

#

If 1($) is a Lorentzian: 45 = 5#$

Qualitatively similar results for AFM QCP



Weak coupling, d=2 (Ising nematic)

G(.;)6+ ≪ 1

Wilson-Fisher
J = 1,	FL	

Ω< ∝ |6|

Landau	damped	bosons,	
coherent	electrons

J = 3

Ω=;> ∼ G(.;)6? NFL?				(Σ Q = Ω=;> ∼ Q)
Superconductor?	(R@ ∼ Ω=;>)

!

0



Specific heat: 

Ising nematic QCP

Grossman,	Hofmann,	Holder,	EB,	PRL	(2021)

Broad “coherent electron regime” 
above ,789 ∼ ,:
• 1 ∼ 1∗, 2 ∼ 1
• Non-Fermi liquid scattering rate 

2

Figure 1. c�T as a function of temperature at various h values, for di↵erent coupling constants: (a) ↵ = 1.5, V = 0.5, and (b)

↵ = 1, V = 1. In both cases, µ = −1. The solid line is c�T of the non-interacting tight binding model. The inset shows the phase
diagram in the (h,T ) plane. For ↵ = 1.5, the blue line shows the superconducting Tc vs. h. For ↵ = 1, we estimate Tc � 0.02 at
h ≈ hc.

action strength between spins on nearest-neighbor bonds
��i, j� ; �k, l�� is given by V > 0, h sets the transverse field
strength, and ↵ is the dimensionless coupling strength
between the pseudospins and the fermions. Physically,
the pseudospins can originate from a purely electronic
interactions via Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, or
from bosonic degrees of freedom such as phonons. More
importantly, the model is designed to host an Ising ne-
matic critical point, which separates an ordered phase
where the C4 rotational symmetry of the lattice is sponta-
neously broken from a symmetric phase. The transition
can be tuned by the large transverse field h, and remains
continuous down to low temperature [32, 41].

We use the ALF package [42], a general implementation
of the auxiliary field quantum Monte Carlo algorithm [43,
44], to solve the Hamiltonian from above. The negative-
sign problem is absent due to time-reversal symmetry for
each space-time configuration of ⌧zi,j . Global updates of
the boson fields, that are constructed according to the
Wolf algorithm [45], are used to shorten both the auto-
correlation and thermalization times. An artificial orbital
magnetic field that couples oppositely to spin up and spin
down electrons, corresponding to one flux quantum in the
entire system, is applied to reduce finite size e↵ects [32,
46]. For more details of the QMC implementation, see
Refs. [32, 47].

The the specific heat c may be evaluated from (i) the
numerical derivative of the energy, c = d�H��dT , or (ii) the
fluctuations of the energy, c = �2

(�H2
�−�H�2), where � =

1�T . In our model, we found that approach (i) converges
much faster than (ii) [47].

In the following, we focus on two parameter sets,
(↵ = 1.5, V �t = 0.5) and (↵ = 1, V �t = 1). The chemi-

cal potential is fixed to µ�t = −1. We point out that there
is a van Hove singularity in the band dispersion at µ = 0.
In the supplementary material [47] we present results for
↵ = 1, µ�t = −0.5, where e↵ects of the proximity to the
van Hove singularity are more pronounced. We use t as
the unit of energy in the remainder.

Results.— We begin by discussing the phase diagram
for the model of Eq. (1). To locate the nematic phase
transition, we calculate the nematic susceptibility,

�(h,T ) =
1

L2�
i,j

ˆ �

0
d⌧�Ni(⌧)Nj(0)� , (2)

with the nematic order parameter Ni = ∑j ⇣ij⌧
z
ij , where

⇣ij = 1�4 for rij = ±x̂, ⇣ij = −1�4 for rij = ±ŷ, and ⇣ij = 0
otherwise. We present the inverse susceptibility as a
function of temperature in Fig. 2 for three transverse
field values h and two coupling strengths ↵. The nematic
fluctuations are enhanced as the temperature is reduced.
�−1 saturates for the larger values of h, which indicates a
nematic-disordered ground state, while the susceptibility
nearly diverges (�−1 → 0) for the lowest transverse field
strength signalling a nematically ordered phase. The
critical transverse field hc(T ) at a given temperature T
is determined by a finite size scaling analysis, assuming
classical 2D Ising critical exponents [47], and the resulting
phase diagram is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 for the two
di↵erent values of ↵. The quantum critical point is located
at hc = limT→0 hc(T ). The superconducting transition
temperature Tc, extracted from a scaling analysis of the s-
wave pairing susceptibility [47], also appears in the insets
of Fig. 1 for ↵ = 1.5. For ↵ = 1, the maximal Tc is smaller
than 0.025 [47] and is not shown.

We now turn to the specific heat c(T ) at and away from



Analytical transport calculation: 

coherent electron regime
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• Non-zero resistivity due to Umklapp proceeses
• Quasi-linear resistivity for , > ,< (,< ∼ 5< =)



What have we learned?
Metallic quantum criticality is accessible via sign 
problem-free Quantum Monte Carlo simulations.

• QCP “preempted” by high-.% superconductor! 

• Generic properties:

• Quantum critical regime above .%:
• Rapid growth of correlations
• Breakdown of Fermi liquid behavior
• Anomalous transport

• What’s missing…
• No “competing orders” 

other than SC
• No “Pseudogap”
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Thank you.


